Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the extensively studied NP-hard graph search problems \[[@CR1]\]. Various approaches are known for finding the optimum or semi optimum solution. The Time Dependent Traveling Salesman Problem (TD TSP) is a more realistic extension of the TSP, where the costs of edges vary in time, depending on the jam regions and rush hours. In the TD TSP, the edges are assigned higher weights if they are traveled within the traffic jam regions during rush hour periods, and lower weights otherwise \[[@CR2]\]. The information on the rush hour periods and jam regions is uncertain and vague (fuzzy), hence, representing them by crisp numbers in the classic TD TSP does not quantify the effects of traffic jams accurately \[[@CR2]\]. This limitation of simulating real life cases was to the point in constructing three novel fuzzy models capable of addressing the TD TSP with jam regions and rush hours more efficiently. In the Triple Fuzzy (3FTD TSP) model, the costs between the nodes may depend on time and location; and are expressed by fuzzy sets \[[@CR3]\]. Here, fuzzy values represent the uncertainties of the costs caused by the fuzzy extensions of the traffic jam areas and rush hour times, which depend on several vague or non-deterministic factors. Rush hour time was represented as a bimodal piecewise linear normal fuzzy set, the jam areas as fuzzy oblongs, and the costs as trapezoidal sets. This model expressed the uncertain costs affected by the jam situations, and calculated the overall tour length quantitatively \[[@CR3]\]. Second, the Intuitionistic Fuzzy IFTD TSP approach, involves a hesitation part expressing the effects of membership and non-membership values allowing a higher level of uncertainty \[[@CR4]\]. In the IFTD TSP, the use of intuitionistic fuzzy sets ensured an even more realistic cost estimate of the TD TSP problem. By successfully representing simultaneously the higher degrees of association and the lower degrees of non-association of the jam factor and rush hours and lower degrees of hesitation to edges cost, resulted in a more accurate cost of the tours \[[@CR4]\]. Third, we proposed the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set model (IVIFTD TSP) \[[@CR5]\]. In the IVIFTD TSP, additional uncertainty was modeled, and by using an aggregation of the costs rather than using the max-min composition of the fuzzy factors resulted in an even more adequate model. In this paper, the three models are briefly presented and examined, from the point of view of realistical representation and results.

Solution of the Classic TSP {#Sec2}
===========================

The original TSP was first formulated in 1930 \[[@CR6]\]. A salesman starts the journey from the headquarters and visits each city or shop exactly once then returns to the starting point. The task is to find the route with minimum overall travelled distance visiting all destination points. TSP is a graph search problem with edge weights in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}. In the symmetric case with *n* nodes *c*~*ij*~ = *c*~*ji*~, so, in the graph, there is only one edge between every two nodes. Let *x*~*ij*~ = {*0, 1*} be the decision variable (*i, j* = *1, 2, ..., n*), and *x*~*ij*~ = *1*, if edge *e*~*ij*~ between *node*~*i*~ and *node*~*j*~ is part of the tour. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The goal is to find the directed Hamiltonian cycle with minimal total length.

The Time Dependent TSP (TD TSP) {#Sec3}
===============================

Despite TD TSP's good results in determining the overall cost for a trip under realistic traffic conditions, yet one major drawback is the crisp values used for the proportional jam factors \[[@CR2]\]. The total cost of any trip consists of two main elements: costs proportional to physical distances and costs increased by traffic jams occurring in rush hour periods or in certain areas between the pairs of nodes (such as in city center areas). The first can be looked at as constant; although transit times are subject to external and unexpected environmental factors. Thus, even they should be treated as uncertain variables, in particular, as fuzzy cost coefficients. In the TD TSP, the edges have fixed costs, which may be multiplied by a rush hour factor). This representation of the traffic jam effects is too rigid for real life circumstances.

The Triple Fuzzy TD TSP (3FTD TSP) {#Sec4}
==================================

In the 3FTD TSP approach \[Put here a citation of our paper\] two parameters modify the fuzzy edge costs, the actual jam factor calculated from the membership degree of being in the jam region, and the degree of membership being in the rush hour period in the given moment. We proposed to use a simple Mamdani rule base \[[@CR7]\] in the form: If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Triangular Fuzzy Costs for the "Distances" {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------

The uncertain costs between the nodes, is expressed by triangular fuzzy numbers. Triangular fuzzy numbers may be expressed by the support *C* = *\[C*~*L*~*, C*~*R*~*\]*, and the peak value *C*~*C*~ is, so it is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Membership Function of the Jam Regions {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------

The fuzzy extensions of the city center areas (the degree of belonging to the jam region *J*) are expressed by fuzzy borders as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, *μ*~1~ is simply calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mu_{1} = \frac{{f\left( {d1} \right) + f\left( {d2} \right)  }}{2} $$\end{document}$, where *d1, d2* are the distances from the peak of J. This approach sophisticates Schneider's original model (cf. \[[@CR2]\]), so that the breakpoints are: \[0, 1000, 5000, 6000\], (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1.Jam regions membership function (J)

Membership Function of the Traffic Rush Hour Periods {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------

The model uses the bimodal membership function in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for representing the Traffic Rush Hour Time ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mu_{2} $$\end{document}$). In this example, the two peak rush hour periods are from 7 to 8 a.m. and from 4 to 6 p.m. Between the two periods the traffic is lower. (We used the traffic data base ...). The breakpoints of *J* are {0, 5, 7, 8, 14, 16, 18, 22, 24}, and its membership value at 14 h is 0.75. For illustration, assuming a jam factor of 5, a sample calculation is run to clarify the approach. The peak point of the fuzzy triangular cost for each edge is the Euclidean distance between the end-points, namely, the left-side and right-side points were determined randomly (0--50% lower and higher than the middle point) in this test.Fig. 2.Rush hours membership function (R)

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} was calculated by averaging five times runs for jam factor 5.0 for the three areas of the triangular membership functions (low, medium and high). Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the middle values of the supports of the triangular fuzzy numbers for that specific case (for jam factor 5). Depending on Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} the average elapsed time is 22.19562.Table 1.Computational results for jam factor equal 5.0.Run 1Run 2Run 3Run 4Run 5Elapsed time22.202122.131422.324622.306722.0133Low16.561116.292616.586216.64216.8112Middle22.483122.690522.485823.094822.3641High27.56227.411127.901827.283227.3146 Table 2.Support value for jam factor 5Run 1Run 2Run 3Run 4Run 5Average elapsed time11.000911.118511.315610.641210.503410.91592

Applying the same approach results in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, which contains the total time in hours required to visit each location with different jam factors by applying the same concept explained in the previous sectionTable 3.Computational results for the 3FTD TSP.Jam factorAverage elapsed time1.0019.51.0519.61.2019.71.5020.32.0020.93.0021.65.0022.210.0023.120.0023.550.0024.2100.0024.7

With such high jam factors, the tour lengths were longer for the 3FTD TSP problem, because the traffic jam period is longer compared to the classic TD TSP.

Intuitionistic Fuzzy TD TSP (IFTD TSP) {#Sec8}
======================================

In this model, we moved one step further and extended the model by using intuitionistic fuzzy set theory. First some related definitions as introduced \[[@CR4]\].

Basic Definitions of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets (IFS) {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------

Let a universal set *E* be fixed and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The previous formulas hold for all *Y.* Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let *A* be an IFS of the set *J*, and *R* be an IFR from *J* to *C*. Then the max-min-max composition *B* of IFS *A* with the IFR *R* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If the state of the edge *E* is described in terms of an IFS *A* of *J*; then *E* is assumed to be the assigned cost in terms of IFSs *B* of *C*, through an IFR *R* from *J* to *C*, which is assumed to be given by a knowledge base directory (given by experts) on the destination cities and the extent (membership) to which each one is included in the jam region. This will be translated to the degrees of association and non-association, respectively, between jam and cost.

IFTD TSP Applied on the TD TSP Case {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------

Let there be *n* edges *E*~*i*~; *i* = *1; 2;..., 16* as in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; in a trip. Thus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Clearly, the improved version of *R* in the IFTD TSP model is more adequate in translating the higher degrees of association and lower degrees of non-association of the jam factors and rush hours as well as lower degrees of hesitation to any cost ***C***; If almost equal values in *T* are obtained, then we consider the case for which hesitation is least. From a refined version of *R* one may infer cost from jam factors in the sense of a paired value, one being the degree of association and other the degree of non-association. Ultimately, this model offers more realistic costs calculation for the traveled routes under real traffic conditions.

The Interval Valued IFTD TSP (IVIFTD TSP) {#Sec11}
=========================================

First, some basic definitions are overviewed \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. In a *type*-*2 fuzzy set*, the uncertain values of the membership function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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FOUs emphasize the distribution that sits on top of the primary membership function of the type-2 fuzzy set. The shape of this distribution depends on the choice made for the secondary grades. When they are equal between two bounds, it gives an *interval type*-*2 fuzzy set* as given in Eq. [19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As we discussed previously, the jam factor costs on the edges in a tour were represented as fuzzy relations between the jam factors and the predicted costs (delays).
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In the next section, we explain the IVIFTD TSP by simulating a simple real life TD TSP cost problem. The approach consists of four main steps:

**Step 1.** Prediction for the rush hours and jam regions of the edges, in the sense that if the trip between the two cities happens during the rush hours and within the jam regions, both will be taken into consideration and none of the factors will be neglected. Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} identifies the cost of each jam factor, which is supposed to be predefined by experts in this domain, according to the rush hours and the jam regions.Table 8.Knowledge base for rush hours and jam regions costsTraffic factorIF degreeCost1Cost2Cost3$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 2.** Calculation of the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy weighted arithmetic average (IIFWAA) of the edges' confirmability and non-confirmability degrees, respectively with the chosen aggregation \[[@CR13]\]. where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ w_{i} = 1/n $$\end{document}$. For finding the final jam factor cost, we first calculate the IIFWAA from the degrees given in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} and then use a measure based on distance between IVIFS.

**Step 3.** Calculating the distance between the IFSs using the IIFWAA obtained in Step 2.

To calculate the jam factor cost based on the Park distance model between IVIFS \[[@CR14]\]. Particularly, we consider the hesitation part to modify the Park distances. The normalized Hamming distance considering the hesitation part, is defined as below for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 4.** Determination of the final jam factor affected costs based on the distance (assuming equal weights for all factors).

The IVIFTD TSP Model Applied on the TD TSP Case {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------

To illustrate how to apply the proposed new model on a TD TSP case study with double uncertain jam regions and rush hours, let us consider that *E1* is the first edge of a tour as in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. There are different traffic factors assumed, they may represent jam regions or rush hours Factors (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1 and 2.2 in bold Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}) affecting *E1* simultaneously. Here, we use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 1.** Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} shows the confirmability and non-confirmability degrees of the jam factors assigned to *E1*, according to their degree of belonging to the rush hour periods and jam regionsTable 9.*E1* degrees of jam factors. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 2.** Based on Tables [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, calculate the results in Tables [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} and [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"} by applying the IIFWAA operator (see Eq. [26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}). For example, \[0.61, 0.71\], an IIFWAA $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 3.** Calculate the distance by applying Eq. [25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}, taking values from Tables [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"} and [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}.Table 12.Distance for *E1* with traffic factors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Step 4.** The lowest distance points of the traffic costs that affect the edge the most, will cause the most extreme delays In our case, this is 0.16 as shown in Table [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}. Carrying out the same calculations for all the edges, we end up with Table [13](#Tab13){ref-type="table"}. It contains the jam factor costs for all edges, depending on their confirmabilities ("--" indicates the absence of confirmability).Table 13.Distances for *E1, 2, ..., E16* with traffic factors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The results indicate that this model effectively simulates the real-life conditions and successfully quantifies the traffic delays without information loss \[[@CR5]\]. It gives more tangible conditions for such intangible factors as vagueness and non-determinnistic effects with better accuracy than all previous models.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

In this paper, we constructed a comparison of three different fuzzy extensions of the Time Dependent Traveling Salesman Problem, namely, the 3FTD TSP, the IFTD TSP, and the IVIFTD TSP. These models offer alternative extensions of the abstract TD TSP with crisp traffic regions and time dependent rush hour periods. The 3FTD TSP represents the jam regions and rush hour costs by fuzzy sets. The IFTD TSP offers higher degrees of association and lower degrees of non-association of the jam factors and rush hours as well as lower degrees of hesitation to any edge cost. Lastly, the IVIFTD TSP decreases the information loss by employing the IIFWAA operator to aggregate interval-valued fuzzy information from the jam factors in order to measure the final cost based on the distance between IVIFS(s) for the TD TSP.

The results of the examples indicate that our models effectively simulate real-life conditions and successfully quantify the traffic jam regions and rush hours with minimum information loss. After fuzzification of the jam regions and rush hours each model slightly differs in the optimal solution it suggests, including the best tour and the total cost. Although each one of those proposed approaches uniquely contributes to a more adequate calculation of the jam regions and rush hours under vague and uncertain circumstances, yet it is hard to choose one as the unambiguously best solution. In our future work, we are eager to simulate those approaches on more complicated examples, with larger instances and to compare the results with other models, to test their capability and efficiency.
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